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Note:
This report contains unpublished and sensitive findings intended for intemal use only by the Audubon Society of
Greater Denver.

Summary:
We completed our third and final field seasn in September 2007, having monitored I 16 burrowing
owl families until nest completion. In addition, we completed the field portion of a collaborative
effort to enumerate fledglings. We are worfting with Brett McClintock (Colorado State University)
and Brent Bibles (formerly Colorado Division of Wildlife, now Utah State University) to implement
this model. This required a detailed scanning protocol during nest observations on towns where we
solor banded owlets.

Dr. Antolin and Reesa Conrey recently gave a joint presentation on prairie dogs, plague, burrowing
owls, and issues related to shooting on the Pawnee National Grassland for the Denver Field
Ornithologists. Reesa is mentoring four undergraduates who are identiffing components of owl diet
samples. These students have proposed research hypotheses relating owl diet to other ecological
factors, and they will write up and give a public presentation of their results.

Our plans for fall and winter include entering dat4implementing the fledging success model,
analyzing diet samples, and predicting owl population trajectories with a spatial model. All
analyses and write-up will be completed in spring/summer. Reesa plans to graduate in May 2008.

Project Objectives:
Burrowing owls (Atheru caniculsria hypugaea) on the Pawnee National Grassland, Colorado are
associated with a metapopulation of black-tailed prairie dogs (Cynmys ludwicianns) where
periodic colony extinctions are caused by plague (Yersinia pstis), an introduced pathogen. Owls
may display a metapopulation-type dynamic due to disease susceptibility in prairie dogs. Our goal is
to quantiff the effects of plague and management on owl populations:
l. Investigate the effects of prairie dog - plague dynamics on burrowing owl abundaRce, apparent

nest success, and fledging success.
2. Evaluate the sfatus of the Pawnee National Grassland owl population using long term data.
3. Develop a spatially-explicit multi-species projection model to assess owl population ffajectories

under varying levels of plague, recreational and prairie dog shooting, ffid poisoning.

Progress To Date:
The USDA Forest Service has surveyed prairie dog colony boundaries since l98l and counted
adult, juvenile, &d unknown aged burrowing owls since 1998. Plague events are noted by the
Forest Service, researchers in the Antolin lab, and other researchers. Long term count data suggest



that owl numbers have varied over time, but have mainly increased since 1998 as prairie dog town
area has increased (measured in terms of total and active (occupied by prairie dogs) area: Figure l).
Owl population grourth, calculated as the number of owls in one yeff divided by the number in the
previous yoff, has also varied overtimeo but has been positive (greater than replacement rate of l)
since 2003 Oigure 2). Active toum arsa declined in 2006 due to extensive plague outbreaks, a trend
which likely continued lnzffi7 (data not yet available from the Forest Service). In addition, the owl
population declined for the first time since zAW (Table l). In order to complement the long term
counts, we have collected dataon owl nest abundance, apparent nest success, and fledging success
since 2005.

We surveyed each prairie dog toum for owl nests 3 - 4 times during the incubation/hatchling phase
when the population was assumed closed. This produces an estimate of probability of detection and
nest abundance. We detected 6l nests in 2005, 107 nests rn2006, and I 16 nests in2007 (more
towns were surveyed in 2006 andZA0T); one nest in 2005 and one lrl.2006 were opportunistically
detected offcolony. We monitord nests once per week until the youngest owlet in the brood had
fledged (i.e., reached 42 days old). A nest was considered successful if one or more owlets were
observed to reach this 4ge. True nest success cannot be estimated, because ness are underground,
so eggs and hatchlings cannot be observed (thus, nest initiation and failure dates are unknown).

Of successful nests, fldging success has ranged from | - 12 owlets on the PNG. However, owlets
may remain undetected underground during observations, so we are correcting our counts by
banding owlets at a subset of nests. We hgan banding in 2006, but were not often zuccessful at
using scopes to read the alpha-numeric code on ACRAFT bands. Win4 heat waves, and juveniles'
rapid movement and propensity for standing in burrows or behind bushes contributed to the
dfficulty. We zuccessfully used a color-banding scheme rnZWT to get ina,reased individual
identification on owlso with non-toxic paint sticks (created for livestock marking) used as a batch
mark so that owlets could be identified as marked or unmarked when color bands were not visible.

Four prairie dog towns in our sample plagued in late 2WS - srunmer 2006, and a fifth active town
plagued in fall 2W6. Each was recolonized by prairie dogs within the year. Three more towns
appeared to have plagued prior to May 2A07 (two of these also plagued in 20M), with increasing
dog numbers by mid-summer (Figure 3). The largest remaining long active town on the western
PNG hgan plaguing in August 2W7, after most owlets had fledged, In almost all cases during this
study, plaguing and recently plagud towns had a least a few dogs present at all times, with clearly
increasing dog numbers some months (less than a year) later.

The increase in nest density and 4pparent nest zuccess in plaguing and recolonized towns in 2006
(compared with an overall decrease in owl nest density in older towns which remained active) was
unexpected. In 2007, this pattern did not hold, but nest numbers and success were mainly lower
across the entire westrern PNG. Lifile to no owl activity occurred on long inactive torrns where
burrows are mainly collapsed and vegetation has regrowno but when two such towns were
recolonized nZAA7, burrowing owls nested in the areas occupied by prairie dogs. 2W6 was very
dry thrcugh most of the breeding s€ason, yet overall apparent nest success increased from 6f/o in
2005 to 84Yo in 2006 (Table 2). 2007 was quite wet during the breeding season, with much lower
nest numbers and success Qayo) than in 2006. A small mammal tapping crew (working for Paul
Stapp, Califomia State University, Fullerton) noted fewer captures inZW7, and we found many
fewer small mammal prey remains at owl nests. They postulated that hibernacula may have
flooded, and owls may not hunt in wet weather. Aside from climate, the prairie dog metapopulation



was much changed by 2A07 and likely influenced owl dynamics, with very few large active towns
left and more small towns recovering from recent plague.

Our plans for fall and winter include entering datA implementing the fledging success model,
analyzng diet samples, and predicting owl population trajectories with a spatial model, The
fledging success model that we are implementing with our collaborators will provide estimates of
owlet numbers and survival during &e breeding season. We combined intensive scans of banded
and unbanded birds with maximum count procedureso with plans to o'correct" maximum owlet
counts in areas and years with no banding. Identification of bird prey is progressing, with insects,
mammalso and other prey to follow. Hypotheses being addressed by Reesa and her undergraduate
students involve owl diet versus prairie dog activity and plague history, clirnate variations, and owl
nest density and fledging success. Our projection model will look for a threshold in colony area
lost, beyond which the owl population declines (which may have occurred l'rr.Z00T'), and will
involve plague, shooting, ffid management scenarios that alter nest site quallty and availability in
space and time. All analyses and write-up will be completed in spring/summer. Reesa plans to
graduate in May 2008.

Lois Webster Fund:
The two spotting scopes were essential as tools for reading color band codes from a distance. The
$2000 from the Lois Webster Fund paid a partial salary for an experienced technician, who also
worked with us in 2W6. We greatly appreciate the Audubon Society of Greater Denver's
generosity in making the scopes and technician funds available to us through the Lois Webster
Fund.
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Figure l. Total area of prairie dog towns has increased since 1998, and active area declined only in 2006,
following extensive plague outbreaks. July bunowing owl counts have increased along with town area, with
continued increases in2006. Only towns that were surveyed in each year were included in this figure, so this
should not be considered a summary for the entire Pawnee National Grassland. Town areas have been rescaled
for easier comparison with owl counts. Data from USDA Forest Service, PNG.

Figure 2. Owl population growth (based on July counts) has varied over time, but has exceeded the replacement
rate of I since 2M3. Orvl population growth rate is calculated as the owl count in one year divided by the count
in the previous year. Only tovms that were surveyed in each year were included in this analysis. Dala from
USDA Forest Service, PNG.
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Status Nests
2005

Nests
2006

Nests
2007

active 29 (67Yo) 17 (944/0) 37 (81Yo)

new 2 (SOYol 21 (90o/o) 26 (650/o)

recol 28 (760/o) 37 (81%) a3 Q4Yo)
extinct 31 (77Yo) 10 (7OTo)

inactive 1 (0%) 0 0
Total 60 (6e%) 106 (84%) 116 (74o/o)

Total: towns
monitored
each year

60 (6e%) 88 (84%) 6e (75%)

Table 1. Numbers of burrowing owl nests and apparent nest success increased from 2005 - 2006 and decreased from
20A6 -2007. Data shown are nest number (percentage of nests fledging ) one owlet). Sampling effort increased in
each subsequent year, so direct comparisons of nest numbers are possible only for the bottom row, which shows totals
for towns monitored in each year of the study. We classified prairie dog towns according to their prairie dog activity
status: active towns have been active for > 5 years; new towrs have been colonized for the first time or recolonized
following a long period of inactivity in the last few years; recolonized towns plagued and were recolonized within the
year; extinct towns have few to no prairie dogs shortly after a plague outbreak; and inactive towns have been inactive
for> l0years.
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Figure 3. Prairie dog town status varied across the Pawnee National Grassland in20A7, following several
years of plague epizootics. Few active towns remained, and the largest of these (81) experienced an
epizootic beginning in August. We classified prairie dog towns according to their prairie dog activity status:
active towns have been active for > 5 years; new towns have been colonized for the first time or recolonized
following a long period of inactivify in the last few years; recolonized towns plagued and were recolonized
within the year; extinct towns have few to no prairie dogs shortly after a plague outbreak; and inactive towns
have been inactive for > l0 years.


